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May 13th, 2022

Good Friday Morning,

May the Spirit of the Gospel and the Holy Word be Always in our

Minds, on our Tongues, and in our Hearts.

All Saints - Pray for us!

Index Number 1525:

—

This morning I spent some time Meditating on my post content

yesterday (see Postscript URLs), that this reality is a screen at

which many previous and perhaps future realities are splashed on-

to, like Waves – a kind of interference pattern.

I have written in places of my childhood when we lived as a fairly

big family isolated in the nearly empty housing development

occupying a huge chunk of woods – with other year-round families

and eventually one or two over time – my love of going to school to

engage with friends, and so much time playing away from family

alone in the woods, the 'gravel pit' - it was nearly entirely sand with

some stones, and my Landscape of imagination – some green

army men, twigs, branches, string and a chunk of time produced

wonders I look back upon now – to be destroyed and 'the bodies'

collected to live again either then or at some other point, the

occasional plastic model or other such allowed me to shrink into a

smaller version in my mind and live the life of a ‘Robinson Crusoe

on Mars’ ..

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Robinson_Crusoe_on_Mars

Archived: https://archive.ph/YANRH
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DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/s/6xu64q3fsemdq2l

/Robinson%20Crusoe%20on%20Mars%20-%20Wikipedia.pdf

-

“Robinson Crusoe on Mars – Trailer”

by/under terminallunch

https://youtu.be/Egf7wjf0nqU

DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/s/wh2qfwxzsz7noth

/Robinson%20Crusoe%20on%20Mars%20-%20Trailer.mp4

—

.. Mars - or a distant land, planet, .. and a GI Joe stimulated shoe-

box glued spaceships or tied to kites (if I could not ride a huge kite

then my substitute could and I would live vicariously through him!),

and ...

But I got side tracked – even today that seems like a magical life,

and I recall once Asking God if I could live-forever, and it seemed

like he was waiting for me to Ask .. I recall I Asked one Spring day -

when I had a broken whip-antenna and was using it to 'trim' a tree

stump of early little shoots (more fun was the fan-like ferns) where

the 'sword paths' would cut a plane of material and with skill much

fun in 'trimming' such – although in my over-zeal I typically over-did

it (“3 more times is Eternity”), but let me get back onto the topic

intended.

In the mostly center of the sand pit was the low point where water

collected and being a relatively flat area a bit of rain and road side

run-off (creating caverns in the sand – which prompted green army
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men scaled bridges of sticks and string and leaves and ..) and often

the puddle was very big and I spent a lot of time throwing stones

into it – and any puddles on sides of road and .. everywhere. Still

water and the patterns of waves, the exact placement & timing to

create effects desired (two or more waveforms meeting at a stick

jammed into bottom, and the timing and placement of the stones .. I

threw more stones in my life!)

If I were of an indigenous tribe I likely would have been called

'Puddle Watcher' or some such.

—

And that is what this Reality feels like. That I Exist in overlapping

waveforms – and this entire world is also, where the dropped

stones are Holy Changes which cause Quantum Collapse and

resolve into what is experienced be me and us all.

.. I have discussed that although I sense I am the Focal Point of this

entire reality – that we ALL are, and the seeming paradox of this ..

that we each have a Greater version of us as Triad (Prince,

Prophet, Priest) that our Holy Maturer much much timeless older

versions are the Master, Programmer, and .. puddle .. the Sacrifice

– the Lamb who's soul is the Quantum Collapsed Canvas.

Often we limit ourselves to the model of the here and now as solid

and the thoughts that one could sit and watch a painting you just

created change as you slip through the different paths that exist

where you made different choices in colors, shapes, even entire

topic seems far-fetched – or that you could decide to 'keep' one

version because you liked it best – limited only on the application of

whatever skill level you have at your best, and that you could go

through life ALWAYS doing that, avoiding realities that are



unpleasant or worse ..

.. I was reminded today of some of my memories – glimpses of

situations so intolerable that my very Being moved away from them

.. my son as a toddler backed over with tracker, car accidents

where I looked back to see, .. or walking into the living room to

great my father and step mother returning from work and

momentarily seeing them standing there looking at my dead body

and the horror a 357 will do it you play Russian Roulette only once

(as in all things – all chances are-may-be realized, and that the

Reality of Me alive drew them to me and away from that.

After a – likely infinite – number of those you start to get the feeling

of the True Shapelessness of the Infinite Quantum Mind where

there likely exists those Realities Centered on my father (as Prince,

Prophet, Priest) or step-mother where my walking into the room

getting their attention was to them like the reality I walked into and

turned to ghost – a fragment of a memory quickly disregarded as

not real .. and that life (But by the Mercy, Love, Charity, .. of God)

would possibly be lived out by them.

.. And I think that is in some sense how we can be Both the Center

of Reality and a side-Characher to others .. that the Holy Marriage

and 'One Flesh' is a holding together our souls and after a life or

togetherness and children and .. that a New Soul is Shaped – or

start to shape .. perhaps to be Born Together .. and so Union and

Communion and Love and .. may be Realized.

—

I have written that I have at times recalled dying so many times it is

a Wave in itself – car crashes, falls, killing blows to head, .. and

those are only the ones I recall because I was not so drunk on



alcohol or other mind-altering, asleep, the suddenness of a bullet to

brain, etc.

My through this morning was to expand on the living forever bit to

say that it alone is reason to Seek God, otherwise as anyone who

has spent time with self going over some of your sins, mistakes, ..

in a coldness and perhaps Sober – more through God's Eye view,

realize that those are and will always be part of you, Scars and

mutilations of your soul and Vales might at times allow us the

freedom from the Horrors, what is more needed it to Become the

person who you and God knows would never do those or anything

like those again, and ..

.. and this is where 'the many versions' of us come in. I have talked

about it in the past – that one of the aspects that allows a small part

of God – which we all are at the core – to Change is through a type

of 'Moving Average' that we are divided at all (or most choices we

make – and sometimes do not make) as with those Multiverse

Paths, and each time you actively strive to be Better, suddenly all

those future versions of the Spreading Wave ARE Better, and

although there are almost always periods of our lives where we

make really bad choices, the Loving Response of experiencing the

horrors allowed by the Holy usually for most aspects of our versions

turn us around .. so if you imagine a wave half-way to the edge of

the puddle and consider the expanding area that is fills, that at any

point on that outer edge soon become a significant chunk of the

edge that hits the end, so that a wave that at some point 'went bad'

and stayed that way for a while then changed – the new and

remaining area soon becomes much larger then that other part – in

fact given the infinite nature of our souls, any positive change soon

brings us major percentages of our soul Better.



—

Things to consider .. from 'Puddle Watcher'

—

May this be a Blessing to you and us all [and all our Futures,

and Multiverse Future Pasts.]

So many videos – weird how they come in .. in waves.

.. Almost an embarrassment of Wealth & Perspectives.

—

[Updated: Thanks to a replay in my SubStack messages -

There is a method already it seems.

I should have looked harder!]

-

Here is a copy of a comment I left with SubStack related to

upcoming Q&A they are planing for those content

publishers/writers. I think all who create content for publication

should want and expect this from all platform.

“I would love to know what work - if any - has been done to get a

download Zip file of all content - like Facebook allows.

.. are there plans to implement this reasonable and likely much

needed feature?

I have had a huge amount of work removed from access because

of the Whims of or new standards applied, and it lost - as I am sure

everyone who discusses anything of Significant is concerned about

.. beside a few incidences from this Platform with me (which was

cleared up) it suggests that a turn-over of [To!] psycho BlueHairs

from our twisting Universities .. in 6 months - for example - or a



similar change of management or owners 'conversion'/'virtue-

signaling', appeasing public howls that SubStack have content that

suggest or questions {add your hot topic of moment} following

threats of deplatforming of whatever system you depend on -

including banking, internet serving, .. [see GAB's Censoring by

such Evil owned horrors they had.]

I would love to hear about such a feature or related news - as I am

sure many other would [be].”

—

Good topic and good handling from Content Creator., ..

-

“Vigano Declares That The Novus Ordo Mass Should Be

Abolished”

by Return To Tradition

https://youtu.be/SSNiNGAwX7g

DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/s/hmt06t7t3co1x5f

/Vigano%20Declares%20That%20The%20Novus%20Ordo%20Mass%20Should%20Be%20Abolished.mp4

—

.. It is almost a straight rebuttal to my suggestions of Correcting the

issues with the 'New Mass', See first video & comment in Post,

March 15th, 2022, Tuesday Morning, 'Index Number 1460:', ..

https://stevenwork.substack.com/p/multiverse-journal-index-number-1460

Archived: https://archive.ph/9e9rL [Updated2]
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DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/s/jh7afmkk882q2he

/Multiverse%20Journal%20-%20Index%20Number%201460%20%2C

%20March%2015th%2C%202022%2C%20Tuesday%20Morning.pdf

Multiverse Journal Index Number 1460 , March 15th, 2022,

Tuesday Morning

1.79MB ∙ PDF File

Read now

Read now

-

https://www.facebook.com/Steven.Work/posts/10228277193059277

Archived: https://archive.ph/cPuok [Facebook Blocking Update]

DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/s/48fjzbvja7m53ui

/Facebook%20Multiverse%20Journal%20-%20Index%20Number%201460

%20%2C%20March%2015th%2C%202022%2C%20Tuesday%20Morning.pdf

Facebook Multiverse Journal Index Number 1460 , March 15th,

2022, Tuesday Morning

3.75MB ∙ PDF File

Read now

Read now

-- -- --
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.. and turning it into the Ministry Form (representing Jesus' ministry

to the world, simplified language and concepts) where the Original

would be the Technical Form (representing the Holy Ghost version)

and creating a 3rd version that would be the Masonic Version in

Hebrew with practice of older laws [optional] but an embracing of

The Father.

Something to consider.

—

Evil-Zionist minion Pope Francis Coins the souls of Chinese [and

us all?]

Cardinal Zen was just arrested in China I heard today – with the

implied nod and-or ability from the Pope ..?, ..

-

“Pope Francis betrayed Cardinal Zen and all Chinese

Catholics?”

by Dr Taylor Marshall

https://youtu.be/53yFkZpwGXs

DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/s/pdt7iki6gtn1ncn

/Pope%20Francis%20betrayed%20Cardinal%20Zen%20and%20all%20Chinese%20Catholics.mp4

—

.. recall that French [Archbishop Eric de Moulins-Beaufort] Catholic

Church wants to Coin the souls of those who would Confess – by

turning them in to the State .. what do you think our other evil-

Zionist Satanic Puppet Catholic Leadership thinks about Chinese

Priests Informing State on 'State Crimes' and all other black-mail or

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCeJGHnaPVxYr7z55VF4YmPg
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other factors from Confession?

-

For the French Murder of the Body of Christ info, see ..

“French bishop says protecting minors 'absolute priority' after confession

row”

by France 24, 12/10/2021

https://www.france24.com/en/live-news/20211012-french-bishop-says-protecting-

minors-absolute-priority-after-confession-row

Archived: https://archive.ph/ohZFp

DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/s/m4601lmbk5ut5k2

/French%20bishop%20says%20protecting%20minors

%20%27absolute%20priority

%27%20after%20confession%20row%20-%20France%2024.pdf

French Bishop Says Protecting Minors 'absolute Priority' After

Confession Row France 24

207KB ∙ PDF File

Read now

Read now

—

.. found and commented on in Post, October 13th, 2021,

Wednesday Morning, 'Index Number 1218:', ..

https://stevenwork.substack.com/p/index-number-1218-october-13th-2021
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Archived: https://archive.ph/su6mI

DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/s/x59ggxv3uw5lzys

/Multiverse%20Journal%20-%20Index%20%20Number%201218%20%2C

%20October%2013th%2C%202021%2C%20Wednesday%20Morning.pdf

Multiverse Journal Index Number 1218 , October 13th, 2021,

Wednesday Morning

1010KB ∙ PDF File

Read now

Read now

-

https://www.facebook.com/Steven.Work/posts/10227374070721783

Archived: [Facebook Update Blocked]

DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/s/xk1bjvxuyoqf2ew

/Facebook%20Multiverse%20Journal%20-%20Index%20Number%201218

%20%2C%20October%2013th%2C%202021

%2C%20Wednesday%20Morning.pdf

Facebook Multiverse Journal Index Number 1218 , October 13th,

2021, Wednesday Morning

2.4MB ∙ PDF File

Read now
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Read now

-- -- --

—

Two examples of Evil that Pope Francis is connected too and

supporting; ..

Removing the Vatican Support of Cardinal Zen (mentioned above in

comment),

And the active Destruction and Thief of National Resources by

hoards;

barbarians entering nations for mostly economic gain while hating

nation, increasing crime, taking much needed resources from

existing families, destroying living wages, debasing national laws

(which many legal existing immigrants followed),

.. just plan a F-ing Female-Evil slimy 'because we care!' destroying

horror in the Vatican.

How are you Blinded to this Intentional Evil !?, ..

-

“EWTN NewsLink – 2022-05-12”

by EWTN

https://youtu.be/r_Khz7ucGZA

DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/s/wg508byy3hm1hhe

/EWTN%20NewsLink%20-%202022-05-12%20Pope%20Fransis%20destruction%20of%20West.mp4

—

https://stevenwork.substack.com/api/v1/file/6c372212-555a-4d5a-a302-123d6d6f9404.pdf
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Full(er) news coverage about the Vatican Supported China

repression of Catholics, Christians, and the ongoing genocide

Muslims. Our Vagina-god Satan minion Pope working with Satan's

other minions (China)., ..

-

“Diocese of Hong Kong "Extremely Concerned" Over Arrest of

Cardinal Joseph Zen | EWTN News Nightly”

by EWTN

https://youtu.be/S9LbbiT1V14

DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/s/syk3zr8yje58mfy

/Diocese%20of%20Hong%20Kong%20Extremely%20Concerned%20Over%20Arrest%20of%20Cardinal%20Josep

—

This started later in the evening. A good start and I expect the

entire video to continue .. these guys are always engaging, and

always interesting legal crazy male-hate abuse in Western law., ..

-

“EP#19 | The Complexities of Memory”

by Not On Record

https://youtu.be/OPxqE9EjkMY

DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/s/gxwcduuwjhdvsm1

/EP19%20The%20Complexities%20of%20Memory.mp4

—
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Another evil-Zionist international Witch-Matriarchy family rulers'

(corpDragon One World Gov pushing) Minion(s) & Leaders who are

very actively destroying West and our lives, ..

-

“Saagar Enjeti: Media BLAMES AMERICANS For Historic Gas

Inflation”

by Breaking Points

https://youtu.be/5qmXc0PxWHY

DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/s/i1w5yhu2hcvr4mp

/Saagar%20Enjeti%20Media%20BLAMES%20AMERICANS%20For%20Historic%20Gas%20Inflation.mp4

—

Some great Q&A in a ways into this video., ..

-

“The Future of Capitalism | Q&A With MIT Students”

by Jordan B Peterson

https://youtu.be/4De8xhcknGE

DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/s/t88nrg5q6zka53d

/The%20Future%20of%20Capitalism%20Q_A%20With%20MIT%20Students.mp4

—

Another good analogy of the Trinity! (See comment after for others)

A bit of start of overview of Saint Anselm.
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-

“Anselm on Divine Simplicity and the Trinity | Talk With The

Dionysius Circle | Gregory B. Sadler”

by Gregory B. Sadler

https://youtu.be/ZBNLb4rxH0s

DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/s/5bxv6ll2w4sbz87

/Anselm%20on%20Divine%20Simplicity%20and%20the%20Trinity%20Talk%20With%20The%20Dionysius%20Cir

—

.. the Trinity Analogies I have offered in past can be found in my

original 'Quantum Cat' Post, June 21th, 2020, Evening, 'Index

Number 153:', ..

https://www.facebook.com/Steven.Work/posts/10223800988476960

Archived: [Facebook Blocked]

DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/s/l5jcxxyc77az5mm

/Facebook%20Multiverse%20Journal%20-%20Index%20Number%20Index%20Number%20153

%20%2C%20June%2021th%2C%202020%2C%20Evening.pdf

Facebook Multiverse Journal Index Number Index Number 153 ,

June 21th, 2020, Evening

1.94MB ∙ PDF File

Read now

Read now
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—

..but I will definite add this one – the River Nile - the Water is the

essence, yet the name 'Nile' can be used for the actual river, the

body of water the river flows into, and-or the beginning of, any

combination of them. Same Water flows through and is part of!

—

AOC - another evil-Zionist Captured Puppet, like so many to almost

All. another Pied Piper like Trump, to Waste resources including our

souls' and expectations .. Joy Murdering Horrors in every corner of

this #CntHell in this #GreatSatan., ..

-

“The US Anti-War Left is Dead. The Squad's $40b War Vote

Just Killed It.”

by Glenn Greenwald

https://youtu.be/MITADUnILww

https://rumble.com/v14fh3w-the-us-anti-war-left-is-dead.-the-squads-40b-war-

vote-just-killed-it..html

DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/s/at7lkh9w0aotx3e/The%20US%20Anti-

War%20Left%20is%20Dead.%20The%20Squad%27s

%20%2440b%20War%20Vote%20Just%20Killed%20It.mp4

—

Very Good Idea! .. and about time.

Start teaching evils of Communism (and other evil-Zionist anti-

Logos Witch-Matriarchy ruler family's connected horrors would be
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good to add!), ..

-

“Florida Man BTFO’s Communism”

by The Podcast of the Lotus Eaters

https://youtu.be/6DEXSA-h_qA

https://www.bitchute.com/video/6DEXSA-h_qA

DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/s/mp26ccg2lxt3qts

/Florida%20Man%20BTFO%E2%80%99s%20Communism.mp4

—

They Hate us and want us suffering – tortured-to-death before birth

(or during and right after) and if you live then in constant pain and

horror – and the evil-Zionist Witch-Matriarchy rulers want us Dead

and Burning in Hell – and they no longer hiding it!, ..

-

“Pizza Hut Nationalism”

by The Podcast of the Lotus Eaters

https://youtu.be/7UpKuAeLuh4

DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/s/5w46mpo9r8ppn80

/Pizza%20Hut%20Nationalism.mp4

—

They enSlaved us and hate us and will torture and Rape us until
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dead.

107,000 dead last year OD-ing [mostly] young men – The

Genociding Horrors in Power continue pushing for more and more

Horror!, ..

-

“Tucker: There is something really wrong”

by Fox News

https://youtu.be/mhDfMfV7Zf0

DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/s/7uw97hxpph6ggen

/Tucker%20There%20is%20something%20really%20wrong.mp4

—

So what happens when our education systems are so retarding and

brain-F-ing that even University Grads (!) can not figure-out how to

feed their own children when evil-Zionist cut-off the baby-formula.

Do not shame me for saying the F-ing obvious and Standing Up

and saying to you evil-Zionist twisted helpless retards who's

grandmothers and mothers managed without Their evil-Witch

corpDragon Poisoning crap – why can you and they look-up the

ingredients and cook and mix up your own?, ..

-

“Alarming Baby Formula Shortage in America Isn't Ending

Anytime Soon, with Bethany Mandel”

by Megyn Kelly

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCXIJgqnII2ZOINSWNOGFThA
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https://youtu.be/MndSWNIfilE

DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/s/uy25nnbdqw1ilm2

/Alarming%20Baby%20Formula%20Shortage%20in%20America%20Isn%27t%20Ending%20Anytime%20Soon

%2C%20with%20Bethany%20Mandel.mp4

—

.. Look, there are special cases – but do not try to be all vile and

lying-horrors on us like you always are pretending that the

exceptions are everyone. Most babies will be fine with the simple

things our grandmothers used to do, with perhaps additions that

later nutrition science found.

Why do we not treat the starvation of your children like you treat the

107,000 OD deaths of our sons, brothers, uncles, .. or the 60 per

day per State murdered unborn, being born, and just born babies,

or the 500,000 Iraqi parents who's babies and young children died

in their arms due to our pre-FraudWMD war Government

Overthrow Sanctions .. perhaps before your child dies of starvation

we most of us will be dead from the 2014 Overthrow of Ukraine

Gov by the same evil-Zionist Horrors and the final Nuke Strikes

they seem to be pushing for.

First world problems .. I'm so retarded and twisted that I can not

decide on going into my corpDragon job and the spreadsheets or

figuring out how to feed my child(ren) .. and the father of the baby

can help because he is in jail, dead, or driven away by evil-State

minions you sent after him?

—

I understand those who are actually below normal intelligence –
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many non-Asians, Whites, sub-group of Jews (#NotAllJews!), .. do

you know any of these or your neighbors who might be able to

help? - on this if you can not manage. Someone in your Church?

So leave what is left on the Shelves for those people – and go

'crack-a-book' or do some Searches.

Mothers – Stay home and breast feed .. anything else is life-time

traumatic for babies, and bad for mothers. The continue to raise

your children when this is passed .. we pay enough taxes that if we

not spreading death war and horror with our taxes and resources –

then perhaps we could have a better lives for us and our children –

and the rest of work not being murdered and bombed by the evil-

Zionist Satanic Machine of Horrors.

—

A very good movie, and a good review of it.

-

“Drinker's Extra Shots - 12 Angry Men”

by Critical Drinker After Hours

https://youtu.be/B0vruKO0EAE

DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/s/czoku561vozrvhh

/Drinker%27s%20Extra%20Shots%20-%2012%20Angry%20Men.mp4

—

—

May God have Mercy on us all.

—
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PS. Yesterday Morning's Post – for continuity ..

https://www.facebook.com/Steven.Work/posts/10228597754953124

Archived: [Facebook Blocked]

DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/s/n1kfdpkgeyt2gjy

/Facebook%20Multiverse%20Journal%20-%20Index%20Number%201524

%20%2C%20May%2012th%2C%202022

%2C%20Thursday%20Morning%20-%20Updated.pdf

-

https://stevenwork.substack.com/p/multiverse-journal-index-number-1524

Archived: https://archive.ph/pZ75H

DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/s/3550h476rf2w630

/Multiverse%20Journal%20-%20Index%20Number%201524%20%2C

%20May%2012th%2C%202022

%2C%20Thursday%20Morning%20-%20Updated.pdf

-

https://www.minds.com/newsfeed/1371469723618775057

https://gab.com/StevWork/posts/108288916088427196

Archived: https://archive.ph/vidzF
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—

Most recent zipped Full Facebook Account (till 30April2022); posts,

comments, images, and more ..

https://www.dropbox.com/s/1xgz3ke2rhkyb73

/facebook-%20for%20public%20-

StevenWork%20April%2030%202022%20to%20begining.zip

—

Most videos and Images from Index Number 1495 to .., ..

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/937uky4z991q6x4

/AAC_H6qKNzerZTQSlA_Ek-W5a

—

Links to this Post and others related:

https://stevenwork.substack.com/p/multiverse-journal-index-number-1525

Archived: https://archive.ph/iNRNw

DropBox: {to be added}

-
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-
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